ULTRALIGHT VIDEOS—ROD MACHADO PRODUCTS
ULTRALIGHT POWERED HANG GLIDING/
TRIKING

STARTING TRIKING, FREEDOM TO FLY ULTRALIGHT
POWERED HANG GLIDERS See how Triking can help
you experience the ultimate adventure! Learn what
Triking is all about! Introduces you to flying like a bird in
an ultralight powered hang glider and how modern technologies and enhanced training techniques have made
learning to fly an ultralight trike easier than ever before.
(30 min.)
P/N 13-01722..................... .

BE A PILOT, LEARN TO FLY AN ULTRALIGHT TRIKE

Learn what it takes to get your ultralight trike pilot certification. Experience the thrill and excitement of becoming an
ultralight trike pilot. Join Instructor John Beaman as he
takes Paul Hamilton through ultralight trike training and
signing off to solo. Then, join Paul as he takes you through
the concepts you need to know to get your ultralight trike
pilot certificate. Video covers: First Flights, Student to Solo
Practical Maneuvers, Out on Your Own, Building Solo
Time, Further Study. (56 min.)
P/N 13-01725..................... .

HOW TO PREFLIGHT AN ULTRALIGHT TRIKE –

Instructor John Beaman takes you through a simple
step-by-step process of preflight for ultralight trikes that
is easy to follow. This straight-forward presentation is
truly informative and educational for the beginner pilot
or an experienced pilot wanting a refresher. John
Beaman is an ultralight Advanced Flight Instructor
(AFI) and a hang glider pilot. Flying for over 20 years,
he has over 2000 hrs of logged flight time. DVD covers: The Wing, Attachment, Trike under-carriage, Trike
variations. This DVD includes a wonderful flying segment with great in-air-footage & soundtrack. (56 min)
P/N 13-05682..................... .

THE ULTRALIGHT TRIKE ODYSSEY, TOP TO BOTTOM
– Join us on a powered hang gliding cross-country

barnstorming adventure. The odyssey starts near
beautiful Lake Tahoe, continues down the snowcapped High Sierra Mountains to Death Valley, then
back through the Nevada desert and Sierras to return
to Lake Tahoe. Accompany 4 ultralight trike pilots flying for 6 days covering 1400 air miles. You land at 16
different locations including airports, dry lakebeds, and
roads. From the “Top” (Mt. Whitney) to the “Bottom”
(Death Valley) (48 min.) P/N 13-01727..................... .

STARTING TRIKING, FREEDOM TO FLY POWERED
HANG GLIDERS - DVD - This program is a great

introduction to learning to flying a weight-shift trike, or
sometimes called a powered hang glider. Filmed at
the Arlington Air Show in Washington State, Monument
Valley and Hawaii, “Starting Triking, Freedom to Fly
Ultralight Powered Hang Gliders”, covers a first scenic lesson experience and moves through a couple
of flights to ultimately, expert pilots demonstrating
advanced techniques, all with spectacular in-air footage and great
soundtrack.
P/N 13-05076..................... .

MONUMENTAL TRIKING AND FLYING LAKE POWELL
- DOUBLE FEATURE DVD - Scenic and breathtaking

aerial adventures. Experience the most unique views
of Monument Valley and Lake Powell from the air in
an ultralight weight-shift trike (powered hang glider)
in these two music features - Monumental Triking
and Flying Lake Powell. Forty minutes of spectacular
scenes and hard hitting music provide great triking
entertainment. Great for parties!
P/N 13-05078..................... .

ROD MACHADO’S INSTRUMENT PILOT SURVIVAL
MANUAL - This book is unlike any other book on instrument flying that you have encountered. 232 pages,
Illustrated with humorous drawings. Excellent for IFR
students or as IFR refresher.
P/N 13-40330..................... .

ROD MACHADO’S PRIVATE PILOT HANDBOOK 2nd edition - A serious text written in a fun and witty style. More

than 1,200 original illustrations & photos with 50 pgs in full
color, ensures this to be a one-of-a-kind manual. You can
learn or review by just looking at the pictures. However, the
text is laced with Machado’s humor, so you will want to read
every last word of the 572 pages. Written in the first person,
it’s as if Rod is sitting next to you, personally explaining all
the necessary aspects of flying to make you an informed, confident and
competent pilot. Flight instructors will love using the great illustrations
with their students. It will also be a favorite for its readability. A book only
has value if it’s read and understood. For years pilots at Oshkosh, Sun
n’ Fun and seminars across the country have asked Rod to write a fun
and easy to understand book for pilots. Well, here it is folks, perfect to
refresh for a flight review, catch up on new rules or for student pilots to
pass their FAA knowledge and oral exams.
Description
Part No. Price
2nd Edition Rod Machado’s
13-05698
.
Private Pilot Handbook
Rod Machado’s Private Pilot Handbook
13-06272
.
ON Audio CD
Rod Machado’s Private
13-06262
.
Pilot Handbook AND Audio CD

ROD MACHADO’S PRIVATE PILOT WORKBOOK - The
new Rod Machado’s Private Pilot Workbook is now available. As a programmed learning guide, this book will
help prepare you for the FAA Private Pilot Knowledge
Exam. The questions are organized to follow the presentation of material, section, as found in the Handbook.
Not only will this book prepare you for the Private Pilot
Knowledge Exam, it will help you understand and absorb
the knowledge necessary for you to fly safely. You can
test your knowledge and comprehension n each subject
area with numerous weight and balance, performance, and
flight planning problems.
P/N 13-01502..................... .

ROD MACHADO’S INSTRUMENT PILOT’S HANDBOOK - 624

pages in full color! This book allows you to learn everything
you need for: * The FAA instrument knowledge exam * Your
instrument proficiency check * Updating and refreshing your
knowledge This valuable one-stop handbook contains the
information necessary to: * Fly instruments as a knowledgeable and competent pilot. * Prepare for the FAA instrument
pilot knowledge exam * Prepare for the instrument pilot practical oral
exam. * Refresh for your instrument proficiency check. * Remain an upto-date confident instrument pilot.
P/N 13-05699..................... .

ROD MACHADO’S PLANE TALK - A collection of Rod

Machado’s most popular aviation articles and stories from
the last 15 years. This 456 page book contains articles on
topics such as higher aviation learning, the value of aviation
history, aviation literature, aviation art and how an artist’s
perspective can help you better understand weather.
P/N 13-03155..................... .

ROD MACHADO’S AVIATION VIDEOS & DVD’S

DEFENSIVE FLYING - Rod Machado discusses how pilots

can learn to think defensively. Learn about acknowledging
your own limitations and a pilot’s psychological predators as
well as never underestimating aerial enem
 ies. Listen to an
actual, hair-raising, in-flight emergency as two professional
pilots exercise one of the most important skills in Defensive
Flying. This presentation contains many new stories and humor not
previously heard on Rod’s audio tapes.
VHS..............P/N 13-40305..................... .
DVD..............P/N 13-04567..................... .
AVIATION HUMOR - Laugh along with over 2,000 pilots
as Rod Machado entertains his audience with some of the
best of his aviation stories. As a professional humorist,
Rod has always been known for his ability to move people
off the edge of their seats and onto the floor with his fast
paced, humorous presentation. After so many requests for
a video version of his very popular audio tapes, this video
of Rod’s is sure to be a popular addition to your library.
VHS..............P/N 13-40310..................... .
DVD..............P/N 13-04568..................... .
IFR FLYING - Rod has incorporated six of his most popular
IFR segments into this educational video. And, for comic
relief, Rod has interspersed live, humorous clips from one
of his popular semin
 ars between each story segment.
This is a valuable tape for beginners as well as seasoned
pros. You’re sure to laugh and learn as Rod shows you: A
unique, multi-step instrument scan, Single pilot IFR cockpit
management, How to really use the approach lighting sys
tem, techniques to make safe IFR departures, & more.
P/N 13-40315........................................... .
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